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Abstrat
Compat Lie groups do not only arry the struture of a Rieman-
nian manifold, but also anonial families of bundle gerbes. We dis-
uss the onstrution of these bundle gerbes and their relation to loop
groups. We present several algebrai strutures for bundle gerbes with
onnetion suh as Jandl strutures, gerbe modules and gerbe bimod-
ules, and indiate their appliations to Wess-Zumino terms in two-
dimensional eld theories.
Introdution
Compat Lie groups do not only ome with a anonial metri (the Killing
form), but also with a anonial family of bundle gerbes. These bundle
gerbes are geometri objets made of nite dimensional manifolds and maps
between those, and provide a way of understanding struture over the innite
dimensional loop group.
As a motivation, onsider a entral extension of the loop group of a om-
pat onneted and simply-onneted Lie group G,
0 −→ C× −→ L̂G −→ LG −→ 0.
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Suh extensions are lassied by H2(LG,Z). By transgression, this ohomol-
ogy group is in turn isomorphi to the ohomology of G,
H3(G,Z) ∼= H2(LG,Z).
While the ohomology group H2(LG,Z) lassies line bundles over LG by
their Chern lass, H3(G,Z) lassies bundle gerbes over G. In this way, every
bundle gerbe over the nite dimensional manifoldG gives rise to a line bundle
over the innite dimensional manifold LG.
This ontribution is organized as follows. In Setion 1 we desribe bundle
gerbes on general manifolds and their lassiation. In Setion 2 we explain
how bundle gerbes an be equipped with a onnetion whih allows to dene
surfae holonomies: from this point of view, bundle gerbes generalize the
holonomy of prinipal bundles around urves. In ase that the base manifold
is a ompat Lie group G, we onstrut examples of bundle gerbes over G
in Setion 3. Then we explain in Setion 4 how a bundle gerbe gives rise
to a line bundle over the loop spae. In Setion 5 we ome to additional
strutures for bundle gerbes like bundle gerbe modules, bimodules and Jandl
strutures. Finally, in Setion 6 we outline the appliations of bundle gerbes
on Lie groups to two-dimensional onformal eld theory and string theory,
whih are losely related to the surfae holonomy from Setion 2. In these
theories one also reovers the loop spae as the spae of ongurations.
1 Bundle Gerbes
Let M be a smooth manifold. We shall briey review the lassiation of
omplex line bundles over M . For this purpose, let us hoose a good open
over V = {Vi}i∈I of M , i.e. every nite intersetion of open sets Vi is
ontratible. In partiular, every line bundle L admits loal non-zero setions
whih determine smooth transition funtions
gij : Vi ∩ Vj → C
×
. (1.1)
On three-fold intersetions Vi ∩Vj ∩Vk, these transition funtions satisfy the
oyle ondition
gik = gij · gjk. (1.2)
It is fair to all this equality a oyle ondition, sine it means that δg = 0
for the element g := (gij) ∈ Cˇ
1(V,C×M) in the eh ohomology of the sheaf
of smooth C×-valued funtions on M with respet to the over V. Sine
we have hosen the over V to be good, there is a anonial isomorphism
2
Hˇ1(V,C×M)
∼= H2(M,Z) using the exponential sequene. The image of the
lass [g] in H2(M,Z) is independent of the hoie of the setions, and is
alled the (rst) Chern lass c1(L) of the line bundle L. This denes an
isomorphism
c1 : Pic(M)→ H
2(M,Z) (1.3)
from the group Pic(M) of isomorphism lasses of line bundles to the oho-
mology group H2(M,Z), providing a geometri realization of this group.
A bundle gerbe is a geometri objet whih realizes the ohomology group
H3(M,Z) in a similar way. To prepare its denition, we x the following
notation. For a surjetive submersion π : Y →M we denote the k-fold bre
produt of Y over M by
Y [k] = {(y1, ..., yk) ∈ Y
k|π(y1) = ... = π(yk)}. (1.4)
This is again a smooth manifold, having anonial projetions πi1,...,iℓ : Y
[k] →
Y [ℓ] on the respetive fators.
Denition 1.1 ([Mur96℄). A bundle gerbe G over a manifold M is a triple
(π, L, µ) onsisting of a surjetive submersion π : Y → M , a line bundle L
over Y [2] and an isomorphism
µ : π∗12L⊗ π
∗
23L→ π
∗
13L (1.5)
of line bundles over Y [3], suh that µ is assoiative in the sense that the
diagram
π∗12L⊗ π
∗
23L⊗ π
∗
34L
π∗
123
µ⊗id
//
id⊗π∗
234
µ

π∗13L⊗ π
∗
34L
π∗
134
µ

π∗12L⊗ π
∗
24L π∗
124
µ
// π∗14L
(1.6)
of isomorphisms of line bundles over Y [4] is ommutative.
Let us now desribe how bundle gerbes realize the ohomology group
H3(M,Z). Let us again hoose a good open over V = {Vi}i∈I of M whih
admits setions si : Vi → Y into the manifold Y of the surjetive submersion
of a bundle gerbe G = (π, L, µ). If we denote by MV the disjoint union of all
the open sets Vi, the setions si path together to a smooth map s : MV → Y
sending a point x ∈ Vi to si(x) ∈ Y . Note that there are indued maps
M
[k]
V → Y
[k]
on bre produts (all denoted by s in order to simplify the
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notation) where M
[k]
V is the disjoint union of all k-fold intersetions of open
sets Vi. Now we pull bak the line bundle L along s to a line bundle over
M
[2]
V , and the isomorphism µ to an isomorphism of line bundles over M
[3]
V .
For a hoie σij : Vi∩Vj → s
∗L of loal setions into the pullbak line bundle,
we obtain smooth funtions
gijk : Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk → C
×
(1.7)
by
s∗µ(σij ⊗ σjk) = gijk · σik. (1.8)
The assoiativity ondition (1.6) leads to the equality
gijk · gikℓ = gijℓ · gjkℓ (1.9)
of funtions on four-fold intersetions Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk ∩ Vℓ. In other words,
the element g = (gijk) ∈ Cˇ
2(V,C×M) is a oyle and denes a lass in the
eh ohomology group Hˇ2(V,C×M). Its image in the ohomology group
H3(M,Z) is alled the Dixmier-Douady lass dd(G) of the bundle gerbe G;
it is analogous to the Chern lass of a line bundle.
To obtain a lassiation result for isomorphism lasses of bundle gerbes,
we rst have to dene morphisms between bundle gerbes. To simplify the
notation, we work with the onvention that we do not write pullbaks along
anonial maps, like in (1.10) and (1.11) below.
Denition 1.2. A morphism A : G1 → G2 between two bundle gerbes G1 =
(π1, L1, µ1) and G2 = (π2, L2, µ2) is a pair A = (A, α) onsisting of a vetor
bundle A over the bre produt Z := Y1×M Y2 (whose surjetive submersion
to M is denoted by ζ) and an isomorphism
α : L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
2A→ ζ
∗
1A⊗ L2 (1.10)
of vetor bundles over Z [2] suh that the diagram
ζ∗12L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
23L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
3A
µ1⊗id
//
id⊗ζ∗
23
α

ζ∗13L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
3A
ζ∗
13
α

ζ∗12L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
2A⊗ ζ
∗
23L2
ζ∗
12
α⊗id

ζ∗1A⊗ ζ
∗
12L2 ⊗ ζ
∗
23L2 id⊗µ2
// ζ∗1A⊗ ζ
∗
13L2
(1.11)
of isomorphisms of vetor bundles over Z [3] is ommutative.
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The denition of the omposition of two morphisms A : G1 → G2 and
A′ : G2 → G3 is quite involved, and we omit its disussion for the purposes
of this artile, see [Ste00, Wal07℄ for more details. Bundle gerbes and their
morphisms t into the struture of a 2-ategory rather than the one of a
ategory. This beomes obvious when omparing two morphisms A and A′
between the same bundle gerbes: sine A and A′ onsist themselves of vetor
bundles, the natural way to ompare them is a morphism of vetor bundles.
Denition 1.3. Let A = (A, α) and A′ = (A′, α′) be two morphisms from
G1 = (π1, L1, µ1) to G2 = (π2, L2, µ2). A 2-morphism
β : A ⇒ A′ (1.12)
is an isomorphism β : A→ A′ of vetor bundles over Z, whih is ompatible
with the isomorphisms α and α′ in the sense that the diagram
L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
2A
α
//
1⊗ζ∗
2
β

ζ∗1A⊗ L2
ζ∗
1
β⊗1

L1 ⊗ ζ
∗
2A
′ α
′
// ζ∗1A
′ ⊗ L2
(1.13)
of isomorphisms of vetor bundles over Z [2] is ommutative.
The 2-ategorial setup is also the appropriate ontext to address the
question whih of the morphisms between two bundle gerbes are invertible.
Proposition 1.4 ([Wal07℄). A morphism A = (A, α) is invertible if and only
if the vetor bundle A is of rank 1.
So, the invertible morphisms in the 2-ategory are the so-alled stable
isomorphisms from [MS00℄, Setion 3. Let us now return to the relation
between bundle gerbes and the ohomology group H3(M,Z). Let g and g′ be
the oyles extrated from two bundle gerbes G and G ′ over M with respet
to the same over V of M and setions si : Vi → Y and s
′
i : Vi → Y
′
. Now
let A : G → G ′ be an isomorphism, A = (A, α). Let t : MV → Z := Y ×M Y
′
be the map sending a point x ∈ Vi to the pair (si(x), s
′
i(x)). Using t we pull
bak the line bundle A and hoose non-zero setions σi : Vi → A. Then we
obtain smooth funtions hij : Vi ∩ Vj → C
×
by
α(σi ⊗ ζ
∗
2σij) = hij · (ζ
∗
1σij ⊗ σ
′
i). (1.14)
The ompatibility ondition (1.11) between α and the isomorphisms µ and
µ′ of the bundle gerbes leads to the equation
hikgijk = g
′
ijkhijhjk, (1.15)
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equivalently, in terms of the eh oboundary operator, g = g′ · δh. This
means that the Dixmier-Douady lasses [g] and [g′] of the isomorphi bundle
gerbes G and G ′ are equal. This is the main ingredient for the following
lassiation result.
Theorem 1.5 ([MS00℄). The Dixmier-Douady lass denes a bijetion be-
tween the set of isomorphism lasses of bundle gerbes and the ohomology
group H3(M,Z).
In partiular, onsider M = G a ompat, simple, onneted and simply-
onneted Lie group. There is a anonial identiation H3(G,Z) = Z, so
that we have a anonial sequene of bundle gerbes assoiated to G. In
Setion 3, we give a geometri onstrution of these bundle gerbes.
The 2-ategory of bundle gerbes admits several additional strutures suh
as pullbaks, tensor produts and duals. All these strutures are ompatible
with the Dixmier-Douady lass:
dd(G1 ⊗ G2) = dd(G1) + dd(G2) , dd(G
∗) = −dd(G) (1.16)
and, for a smooth map f : X →M ,
dd(f ∗G) = f ∗dd(G). (1.17)
To lose, let us onstrut a bundle gerbe whose Dixmier-Douady lass
vanishes, representing the neutral element in H3(M,Z). For this purpose,
onsider the identity idM : M → M as the surjetive submersion and the
trivial line bundle M × C over M . Now, the isomorphism µ an be hosen
to be the identity idC, so that I := (idM ,M × C, idC) is a bundle gerbe. It
is easy to verify that its Dixmier-Douady lass vanishes, dd(I) = 0.
2 Connetions on Bundle Gerbes and Holon-
omy
Before we disuss more examples of bundle gerbes in Setion 3 we introdue
several additional strutures on bundle gerbes and the appropriate ohomol-
ogy theory for their lassiation.
Again, we rst review similar additional strutures for omplex line bun-
dles. One an equip every line bundle with a hermitian metri and a (unitary)
onnetion ∇. Additionally to the transition funtion gij : Vi ∩ Vj → C
×
,
whih now an be determined suh that it takes values in U(1), we obtain
loal onnetion 1-forms Ai ∈ Ω(Vi) by writing the ovariant derivatives of
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the setions si : Vi → L as ∇si = Ai ⊗ si. The Leibniz rule implies the
equality
Aj − Ai − dlog(gij) = 0. (2.1)
As we shall see next, the loal data (g, A) dene a oyle in the Deligne
omplex DkV(n) for n = 1. The rst ohain groups of this omplex are
D0V(1) = Cˇ
0(V, U(1)M) (2.2)
D1V(1) = Cˇ
1(V, U(1)M)⊕ Cˇ
0(V,Ω1M) (2.3)
D2V(1) = Cˇ
2(V, U(1)M)⊕ Cˇ
1(V,Ω1M), (2.4)
and its dierential is given by
D : D1V(1)→ D
2
V(1) : (g, A) 7→ (δg, δA− dlog(g)). (2.5)
In general, the Deligne omplex DkV(n) is the total omplex of the eh-
Deligne double omplex, whose rows are eh ohain groups of the sheaf
omplex
0 // U(1)M
dlog
// Ω1M
d
// ... d // ΩnM , (2.6)
trunated in degree n, and the olumns are the usual eh omplexes assoi-
ated to the sheaves U(1)M and Ω
k
M . The trunation is neessary to desribe
not just at objets.
So we an regard the loal data (g, A) of a hermitian line bundle with
onnetion as an element of D1V(1). By equations (1.2) and (2.1) it satises
D(g, A) = 0, and thus denes a lass in the rst ohomology group of the
Deligne omplex, denoted by H1(M,D(1)). One an show that this denes a
bijetion
Pic∇(M) ∼= H1(M,D(1)) (2.7)
between the group Pic∇(M) of isomorphism lasses of hermitian line bundles
with onnetion and Deligne ohomology [Bry93℄.
Now we disuss bundle gerbes with similar additional strutures.
Denition 2.1. Let G = (π, L, µ) be a bundle gerbe over M . It an be
equipped suessively with the following additional strutures.
(a) A hermitian struture on G is a hermitian metri on the line bundle
L, suh that the isomorphism µ is an isometry.
(b) A onnetion on the hermitian bundle gerbe G is a onnetion ∇ on
the hermitian line bundle L, suh that the isomorphism µ respets the
indued onnetions.
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() A urving of a onnetion ∇ on the hermitian bundle gerbe G is a
2-form C ∈ Ω2(Y ), suh that
π∗2C − π
∗
1C = curv(∇), (2.8)
where curv(∇) ∈ Ω2(Y [2]) is the urvature of the onnetion ∇ on L.
Every bundle gerbe admits all of these additional strutures [Mur96℄.
Beause the appliations of bundle gerbes we disuss later require all this
additional struture, we work from now only with hermitian bundle gerbes
with onnetion and urving.
An important feature of those gerbes is that they provide a notion of
urvature. To see this, onsider the derivative of equation (2.8): sine the
urvature of the onnetion ∇ is a losed form, we obtain π∗1dC = π
∗
2dC,
whih means that dC is the pullbak of a 3-form on M ,
dC = π∗H . (2.9)
This 3-form H is uniquely determined and losed; it is alled the urvature
of the urving of the onnetion ∇ on the hermitian bundle gerbe G, and
denoted by curv(C) := H .
To have a simple example of suh additional strutures, the bundle gerbe
I = (idM ,M×C, idC) with vanishing Dixmier-Douady lass beomes a hermi-
tian bundle gerbe with onnetion by taking the anonial hermitian metri
and the trivial at onnetion ∇ := d on the trivial line bundle M ×C. Note
that now any 2-form C ∈ Ω2(M) satises the ondition (2.8) for a urving
on I, beause ∇ is at and π1 = π2 = idM . So we have a anonial hermitian
bundle gerbe IC := (idM ,M × C, idC, d, C) with onnetion and urving for
every 2-form C ∈ Ω2(M). The urvature of its urving C is curv(C) = dC.
Now we extend the ohomologial lassiation from bundle gerbes to
hermitian bundle gerbes G = (π, L, µ,∇, C) with onnetion and urving,
using a good open over V of M . Reall that we have extrated a transition
funtion gijk : Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk → C
×
using a hoie of setions si : Vi → Y
and σi : Vi → s
∗L, dening a representative g ∈ Cˇ2(V,C×) of the Dixmier-
Douady lass of the bundle gerbe. Now that L is a hermitian line bundle,
we hoose the setions σi suh that gijk is U(1)-valued. Furthermore, by
using the onnetion s∗∇ on s∗L, we obtain loal onnetion 1-forms Aij ∈
Ω1(Vi ∩ Vj). The ondition that µ preserves onnetions implies
Ajk −Aik + Aij + dlog(gijk) = 0. (2.10)
Finally, the urving C gives rise to loal 2-forms Bi := s
∗
iC ∈ Ω
2(Vi), and
the ompatibility (2.8) with the urvature of ∇ implies
Bj −Bi − dAij = 0. (2.11)
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Note that the urvature curv(C) of the urving an be omputed from the
loal data by H|Vi = dBi. By (2.11), this gives indeed a globally dened
3-form.
In terms of eh ohomology, we have extrated an element (g, A,B) in
the seond ohain group of the Deligne omplex in degree 2,
D2V(2) = Cˇ
2(V, U(1))⊕ Cˇ1(V,Ω1)⊕ Cˇ0(V,Ω2). (2.12)
The dierential is here
D : D2V(2)→ D
3
V(2) : (g, A,B) 7→ (δg, δA+ dlog(g), δB − dA), (2.13)
so that the oyle ondition (2.8) and equations (2.10) and (2.11) imply
the oyle ondition D(g, A,B) = 0. This way, a hermitian bundle gerbe
with onnetion and urving denes a lass in the ohomology of the Deligne
omplex in degree 2, H2(M,D(2)). As an exerise, the reader may ompute
the Deligne lass of the anonial hermitian bundle gerbe IC with onnetion
and urving assoiated to any 2-form C ∈ Ω2(M).
Note that both the Deligne ohain groups D1V(1) from (2.2) and D
2
V(2)
from (2.12) have projetions on the rst summand, whih ommute with
the Deligne dierential and the eh oboundary operator, so that we get
indued (surjetive) group homomorphisms [Bry93℄
Hk(M,D(k))→ Hk+1(M,Z). (2.14)
This way we obtain the Chern lass and the Dixmier-Douady lass of a her-
mitian line bundle with onnetion and of a hermitian bundle gerbe with
onnetion and urving, respetively, from their Deligne lasses. Its surjetiv-
ity means that Deligne ohomology renes the ordinary singular ohomology
with Z oeients.
To ahieve a lassiation result for hermitian bundle gerbes with on-
netion and urving similar to the result (2.7) for hermitian line bundles with
onnetion, we have to adapt the denition of a morphism between bundle
gerbes to morphisms between hermitian bundle gerbes with onnetion and
urving.
Denition 2.2. A morphism A : G → G ′ between two hermitian bundle
gerbes G = (π, L, µ,∇, C) and G ′ = (π′, L′, µ′,∇′, C ′) with onnetion and
urving is a morphism A = (A, α) as in Denition 1.2, together with a
onnetion H on the vetor bundle A, suh that
1. the isomorphism α respets onnetions.
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2. the urvature of H is related to the urvings by
1
n
tr(curv(H)) = C ′ − C. (2.15)
As in Proposition 1.4, a morphism is invertible preisely if the vetor
bundle is of rank 1. It is again an easy exerise to hek, that an isomorphism
A : G → G ′ of hermitian bundle gerbes with onnetion and urving with
Deligne oyles (g, A,B) and (g′, A′, B′) respetively, gives rise to a Deligne
ohain (h,W ) ∈ D1V(2) whih satises
(g′, A′, B′) = (g, A,B) + D(h,W ). (2.16)
This shows that isomorphism lasses of hermitian bundle gerbes with on-
netion and urving have well-dened Deligne lasses.
Theorem 2.3 ([MS00℄). Isomorphism lasses of hermitian bundle gerbes
with onnetion and urving orrespond bijetively to the Deligne ohomology
group H2(M,D(2)).
Partiular examples of morphisms are trivializations: a trivialization of a
hermitian bundle gerbe G with onnetion and urving is an isomorphism
T : G → Iρ (2.17)
for some 2-form ρ ∈ Ω2(M). In terms of loal data, this isomorphism orre-
sponds to a Deligne ohain (h,W ) ∈ D1V(2) with
(1, 0, ρ) = (g, A,B) + D(h,W ), (2.18)
if (g, A,B) is loal data of the bundle gerbe G. In partiular, the existene of
a trivialization implies that the Dixmier-Douady lass of G vanishes. Many
assertions about bundle gerbes and their isomorphisms an be proven either
in a geometrial way or by omputations in Deligne ohomology. As an
illustration, we shall prove the following important
Lemma 2.4. Two trivializations
T1 : G → Iρ1 and T2 : G → Iρ2 (2.19)
of the same hermitian bundle gerbe G over M with onnetion and urving
determine a hermitian line bundle over M with onnetion of urvature ρ2−
ρ1.
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Proof 1 (2-ategorial). Using the features of the 2-ategory of bundle
gerbes, we an give a quite oneptual proof: by taking the inverse and
omposition (whih we have not explained in this artile, but an be found
in [Wal07℄), we obtain an isomorphism
T2 ◦ T
−1
1 : Iρ1 → Iρ2 (2.20)
of trivial bundle gerbes. From the denitions of isomorphisms and trivial
bundle gerbes it follows immediately, that T2 ◦ T
−1
1 is a line bundle with
urvature ρ2 − ρ1. 
Proof 2 (geometrial). The two isomorphisms Ti = (Ti, τi,Hi) onsist
of hermitian line bundles Ti over Z := Y ×M M ∼= Y , onnetions Hi of
urvature curv(Hi) = π
∗ρi − C, and isomorphisms τi : L ⊗ π
∗
2Ti → π
∗
1Ti of
hermitian line bundles respeting the onnetions. They an be omposed to
an isomorphism
τ−12 ⊗ τ
∗
1 : π
∗
1(T2 ⊗ T
∗
1 )→ π
∗
2(T2 ⊗ T
∗
1 ) (2.21)
of hermitian line bundles with onnetion over Y [2], whih satises the
obvious oyle ondition over Y [3], due to the ommutative diagram (1.11)
for the τi. This is the ondition for the hermitian line bundle T2 ⊗ T
∗
1 with
onnetion H2 − H1 to desend from Y to M . The desent line bundle has
the laimed urvature. 
Proof 3 (ohomologial). If the isomorphisms T1 and T2 have loal data
(h1,W1) and (h2,W2) respetively, both satisfying equation (2.18), their dif-
ferene satises
D(h2 · h
−1
1 ,W2 −W1) = 0, (2.22)
whih is the oyle ondition for a hermitian line bundle with onnetion
of urvature d(W2 −W1) = curv(H2)− curv(H1) = ρ2 − ρ1. 
One of the most important aspets of the theory of hermitian bundle
gerbes with onnetion and urving is that they provide a notion of holonomy
around surfaes.
Denition 2.5 ([CJM02℄). Let G be a hermitian bundle gerbe with onne-
tion and urving over M . For a losed oriented surfae Σ and a smooth map
φ : Σ→ M , let
T : φ∗G → Iρ (2.23)
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be a trivialization of the pullbak of G along φ. Then we dene
holG(φ) := exp
(∫
Σ
ρ
)
(2.24)
to be the holonomy of G around φ : Σ→M .
Note that the Dixmier-Douady lass of φ∗G vanishes by dimensional rea-
sons, so that the existene of the trivialization T is guaranteed. However,
it is not unique, and dierent trivializations may have dierent 2-forms ρ.
Now, by Lemma 2.4 we know that the dierene ρ2 − ρ1 between two suh
2-forms is the urvature of some line bundle over M , in partiular: it is a
losed form with integral lass. Then, the alulation
exp
(∫
Σ
ρ2
)
= exp
(∫
Σ
ρ2 − ρ1
)
· exp
(∫
Σ
ρ1
)
= exp
(∫
Σ
ρ1
)
(2.25)
shows that the denition holG(φ) is independent of the hoie of the trivial-
ization.
There also exist expressions for the holonomy holG(φ) in terms of loal
data of G. They generalize the loal formulae for the holonomy of hermitian
line bundles with onnetion. In Setion 6 we desribe the appliations of
holonomy of bundle gerbes in onformal eld theory.
3 Bundle Gerbes over ompat Lie Groups
Now that we have introdued bundle gerbes as geometri objets over arbi-
trary manifolds, we speialize to manifolds whih are Lie groups. We desribe
in this setion, how the Lie group struture allows onstrutions of examples
of bundle gerbes. First onstrutions of gerbes over dierent types of om-
pat Lie groups (in realizations dierent from bundle gerbes) an be found
in [Cha98, Bry℄. Bundle gerbes (with onnetion and urving) have been
onstruted in [GR02, Mei02, GR03℄.
As already mentioned before, for a ompat, simple, onneted and
simply-onneted Lie group G have H3(G,Z) = Z. The (up to isomorphism
unique) bundle gerbe over G whose Dixmier-Douady lass orresponds to
1 ∈ Z is alled the basi bundle gerbe, and denoted by G0. The bundle gerbe
with Dixmier-Douady lass k ∈ Z an then be obtained from G0 or G
∗
0 by a
k-fold tensor produt.
For the purposes of this artile, we will restrit ourselves to the onstru-
tion given in [GR02℄, by whih we obtain the basi bundle gerbe over the
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speial unitary groups SU(n) and the sympleti groups Sp(n). First we
onsider a general ompat, simple and simply-onneted Lie group G with
Lie algebra g. We hoose a maximal torus T with Lie algebra t of rank r.
We further hoose a set of simple roots α1, ..., αr and denote the assoiated
positive Weyl hamber by C. Let α0 the highest root and let
A := {ξ ∈ C | α0(ξ) ≤ 1}. (3.1)
be the fundamental alove. It is bounded by the hyperplanes Hi perpendi-
ular to the roots αi, and the additional hyperplane H0 onsisting of elements
ξ ∈ t with α0(ξ) = 1. So it is an r-dimensional simplex in t with verties
µ0..., µr determined by the ondition that µi ∈ Hj for all j 6= i.
For simple and simply onneted groups, the fundamental alove parame-
terizes onjugay lasses of G in the sense that eah onjugay lass ontains
a unique point exp ξ with ξ ∈ A. This denes a ontinuous map
q : G→ A. (3.2)
Let Ai be the open omplement of the fae opposite to the vertex µi in A,
and onsider the open sets Ui := q
−1(Ai). More generally, for any subset
I ⊂ r = {0, ..., r} denote by UI the intersetion of all Ui with i ∈ I, and
similarly by AI the intersetion of all Ai with i ∈ I. Of ourse UI = q
−1(AI).
We use the open sets Ui to onstrut the surjetive submersion
Y :=
⊔
i∈r
Ui and π : Y → G : (i, x) 7→ x. (3.3)
Note that the k-fold bre produts are disjoint unions of intersetions
Y [k] =
⊔
|I|=k
UI . (3.4)
The surjetive submersion π : Y →M will serve as the rst ingredient of the
bundle gerbe we want to onstrut. To onstrut the line bundle L over Y [2]
we show next that Y [2] projets onto a union of oadjoint orbits.
For any I ⊂ r, all group elements exp ξ with ξ in the open fae spanned
by the verties µi with i ∈ I have the same entralizer GI . For any inlusion
I ⊂ J it follows that GJ ⊂ GI ; for I = r we obtain Gr = T . Let SI be
the orbit of expAI ⊂ T under the onjugation with GI . Consider the set
G×GI SI onsisting of equivalene lasses of pairs (g, s) ∈ G× SI under the
equivalene relation (g, s) ∼ (gh, h−1sh) for h ∈ GI . We have the anonial
projetion ρI : G×GI SI → G/GI and a smooth map
uI : G×GI SI → UI (3.5)
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whih sends a representative (g, s) to gsg−1 ∈ G. This is well-dened on
equivalene lasses, and for h ∈ GI and ξ ∈ AI with s := h exp ξ h
−1
we nd
q(gsg−1) = ξ and hene gsg−1 ∈ UI . The map uI is even a dieomorphism:
for g ∈ UI let ξ := q(g) ∈ AI and h ∈ G suh that g = h exp ξ h
−1
. Then,
the inverse sends g to the equivalene lass of (h, exp ξ).
Sine Gij xes the dierene µij := µj − µi, the quotient G/Gij projets
on the oadjoint orbit Oij of µij in g
∗
. Now we speialize our onstrution
to the ase that µij is a weight. This is the ase for SU(n) and Sp(n), where
the verties of the fundamental alove are ontained in the weight lattie.
For µij being a weight there is a anonial line bundle Lij over the oadjoint
orbit Oij . Let us reall the onstrution of the pullbak of this line bundle to
G/Gij. Let χij : Gij → U(1) be the harater assoiated to the weight µij.
Then the line bundle is the bundle assoiated to the prinipal Gij-bundle G
over G/Gij , namely
Lij := G×Gij C. (3.6)
The line bundles Lij over G/Gij an be pulled bak along
Ui ∩ Uj
∼
// G×Gij Sij // G/Gij (3.7)
to line bundles over Ui ∩ Uj , and their disjoint union gives a line bundle L
over Y [2].
To lose the denition of a bundle gerbe over G, it remains to onstrut
the isomorphism µ of line bundles over Y [3], i.e. we need an isomorphism
µ : π∗12L⊗ π
∗
23L→ π
∗
13L (3.8)
of line bundles over Y [3]. Over eah onneted omponent Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk, this
an be hosen as the pullbak of the anonial identiation
Lij ⊗ Ljk ∼= Lik (3.9)
of line bundles over G/Gijk, whih omes from the oinidene µik = µij+µjk
of the weights from whih the line bundles are onstruted. This identia-
tion is obviously assoiative.
In order to alulate the Dixmier-Douady lass of the bundle gerbe we
just have onstruted, we hoose a onnetion and a urving. This proedure
is analogous to the alulation of Chern lasses of omplex vetor bundles
using a hoie of a hermitian metri and a onnetion, see [MS76℄. Reall
that this is based on the fat that the de Rham ohomology lass of the
urvature of a hermitian line bundle with onnetion equals the image of its
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Chern lass under the indued map ι∗ : H2(M,Z) → H2(M,R). The same
holds for a bundle gerbe G = (π, L, µ,∇, C):
[curv(C)] = ι∗dd(G), (3.10)
whih an be proven by a zigzag-argument in the eh-Deligne double om-
plex [Bry93℄.
Note that  in a ertain normalization of the Killing form [PS86℄  the
bi-invariant losed 3-form
H :=
1
6
〈θ ∧ [θ ∧ θ]〉 ∈ Ω3(G) (3.11)
is a generator of the ohomology group H3(G,Z). Here θ is the left invariant
Maurer-Cartan form, a g-valued 1-form on G; the 3-form H takes at the unit
element the value H1(X, Y, Z) = 〈X, [Y, Z]〉 on elements X, Y, Z ∈ g. Our
goal is now to dene a onnetion and a urving with urvature H .
First note that the line bundle Lij from (3.6) inherits a hermitian metri
from the standard metri on C, and that the isomorphism µ is an isometry.
The line bundle Lij an also be equipped with a onnetion: we onsider the
1-form Aij := 〈µij, θ〉 on the total spae of the prinipal Gij-bundle G. It
indues a onnetion on the assoiated line bundle Lij beause µij is preserved
under the ation of Gij. This way the bundle gerbe is a hermitian bundle
gerbe with onnetion.
To dene a urving for this bundle gerbe, i.e. a 2-form C ∈ Ω2(Y ), we
use the fat that the linear retration of Ai to the vertex µi lifts to a smooth
retration of Ui to the onjugay lass Cµi [Mei02℄,
ri : Ui × [0, 1]→ Ui. (3.12)
On the onjugay lass Cµi , the 3-form H beomes exat, ι
∗
iH = dωµi where
ιi : Cµi → G is the inlusion, and
ωµi :=
〈
ι∗i θ ∧
Ad−1 + idg
Ad−1 − idg
ι∗i θ
〉
∈ Ω2(Cµi) (3.13)
is an invariant 2-form on the onjugay lass [BRS01℄. Here the notation is to
be understood as follows: at some element h ∈ Cµi , the 2-form ωµi is obtained
by onsidering the Maurer-Cartan forms in h and taking the inverse of the
adjoint ation (Adh)
−1 : g → g. The endomorphism (Adh)
−1 − idg beomes
invertible when restrited to the image of ι∗i θ so that the fration makes sense.
By pullbak along ri and bre integration, one obtains a 2-form Ci ∈
Ω2(Ui) with
H|Ui = dCi. (3.14)
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One an now show that Cj−Ci = 〈µij, dθ〉 on Ui∩Uj , whih is the ondition
on the urving. So, our onstrution realizes, for G = SU(n) and G = Sp(n)
a hermitian bundle gerbe with onnetion and urving with Dixmier-Douady
lass 1 ∈ Z, the basi bundle gerbe.
For the other ompat, simple, onneted and simply-onneted Lie
groups, one an nd an integer k0 for whih the verties of k0A are weights.
Using the weights k0µij in the onstrution of the line bundles Lij , and the
2-forms k0Ci in the denition of the urving, we obtain bundle gerbes with
Dixmier-Douady lass k0 ∈ Z [Mei02℄. The smallest suh integer k0 is tabu-
lated in [Bou68℄:
G SU(n) Spin(n) Sp(2n) E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
k0 1 2 1 3 12 60 6 2
The onstrution of the basi bundle gerbes on the groups with k0 > 1
requires more advaned tehniques [Mei02, GR03℄. Here it beomes in par-
tiular important that the denition of a bundle gerbes admits π : Y → G
to be a surjetive submersion, whih is more general than just an open over
of G.
Starting from a bundle gerbe G on a simply-onneted Lie group G, we
now desribe a method to obtain bundle gerbes on the non simply-onneted
Lie groups G/Z whih are quotients of G by a subgroup Z of the enter
of G. More generally, let Γ be a nite group ating on a manifold M by
dieomorphisms.
Denition 3.1. A Γ-equivariant struture (Aγ, ϕγ1,γ2) on a bundle gerbe G
over M onsists of isomorphisms
Aγ : G → γ
∗G (3.15)
for eah γ ∈ Γ and of 2-isomorphisms
ϕγ1,γ2 : γ
∗
1Aγ2 ◦ Aγ1 =⇒ Aγ2γ1 (3.16)
for eah pair γ1, γ2 ∈ Z, suh that the diagram
γ∗1γ
∗
2Aγ3 ◦ γ
∗
1Aγ2 ◦ Aγ1
γ∗
1
ϕγ2,γ3◦id

id◦ϕγ1,γ2
+3 γ∗1γ
∗
2Aγ3 ◦ Aγ2γ1
ϕγ2γ1,γ3

γ∗1Aγ3γ2 ◦ Aγ1 ϕγ1,γ3γ2
+3 Aγ3γ2γ1
(3.17)
of 2-isomorphisms is ommutative.
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Not every bundle gerbe G over M admits a Γ-equivariant struture, and
if it does, it may not be unique. To obtain obstrutions and lassiations we
use the ohomologial language. For this purpose, we impose the struture
of a Γ-module on the Deligne ohain groups DnV(k) [GSW℄. We assume the
existene of a good open over V = {Vi}i∈I of M whih is ompatible with
the group ation in the sense that there is an indued ation of Γ on the index
set I suh that γ(Vi) = Vγi. For example, the open sets Ui we have used in
the onstrution of the basi bundle gerbe satisfy this ondition. Then Γ ats
by pullbak on the ohain groups DnV(k).
For eah Γ-module W , one an build the usual group ohomology om-
plex, onsisting of ohain groups CpΓ(W ) := Map(Γ
p+1,W ) and the usual
oboundary operator
d : Ck−1Γ (W )→ C
k
Γ(W ). (3.18)
A simple key observation is that the oboundary operator d and the Deligne
dierentialD ommute so that we have a double omplex with ohain groups
CpΓ(D
k
V(n)) in degree (p, k). We denote the total ohomology of this double
omplex by HqΓ(M,D(n)). In partiular, note that we have a natural group
homomorphism
eq : H2(M,D(2))→ H2Γ(M,D(2)) : ξ 7→ (γ
∗ξ − ξ, 0, 0) (3.19)
that inludes an ordinary Deligne ohomology lass into the ohomology of
the total omplex we just have dened.
Now let G be a hermitian bundle gerbe with onnetion and urving with
Deligne lass ξ, and let (Az, ϕz1,z2) be a Γ-equivariant struture on G. For
loal data aγ ∈ C
1
Γ(D
1
V(2)) of the isomorphism Aγ, i.e.
Daγ = γ
∗ξ − ξ, (3.20)
and loal data bγ1,γ2 ∈ C
2
Γ(D
0
V(2)) of the 2-isomorphisms ϕγ1,γ2 , i.e.
Dbγ1,γ2 = (da)γ1,γ2, (3.21)
the ommutativity of diagram (3.17) imposes the ondition (db)γ1,γ2,γ3 = 0.
This means for a bundle gerbe with Deligne lass ξ that the lass eq(ξ) ∈
H2Γ(M,D(2)) is the obstrution lass for G to admit Γ-equivariant strutures.
Furthermore, the ohomology group H1Γ(M,D(2)) lassies the inequivalent
hoies.
In the ase of bundle gerbes over a ompat, simple, onneted and
simply-onneted Lie group G we onsider the ation of a subgroup Z of
the enter of G by multipliation. In this ase the relevant ohomology
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groups redue to the usual group ohomology of the nite group Z, so that
there is an obstrution lass in H3Grp(Z, U(1)), and the possible Z-equivariant
strutures are lassied by H2Grp(Z, U(1)). For the bundle gerbes we have on-
struted above, all obstrution lasses against Z-equivariant strutures for all
subgroups Z of the enter of G an be alulated [GR02, GR03℄.
Let us now desribe how a hoie (Az, ϕz1,z2) of a Γ-equivariant struture
on a given bundle gerbe G = (π, L, µ,∇, C) with onnetion and urving
over M denes a quotient bundle gerbe G = (π, L, µ,∇, C) over M :=M/Γ.
Following [GR02℄, we set Y := Y and π := p◦π : Y →M , where p : M → M
is the projetion to the quotient. Note that the bre produts are
Y
[2]
=
⊔
γ∈Γ
Zγ and Y
[3]
=
⊔
γ1,γ2∈Γ
Zγ1,γ2 (3.22)
for the smooth manifolds
Zγ := Yγ ×M Y and Z
γ1,γ2 = Yγ1γ2 ×M Z
γ1
, (3.23)
where Yγ := Y as manifolds but with projetion γ
−1 ◦ π instead of π. The
manifolds Y
[2]
and Y
[3]
have again projetions πi := πi and πij := πij to Y
and to Y
[2]
respetively. The urving of the quotient bundle gerbe will be
C := C ∈ Ω2(Y ), and the line bundle L → Y
[2]
will be L|Zγ := Aγ . Axiom
(G1) for the urvature of L is
curv(L)|Zγ = curv(Aγ) = π
∗
2C − π
∗
1C = π
∗
2C − π
∗
1C, (3.24)
and hene satised. The isomorphism µ over Y
[3]
is dened by
µ|Zγ1,γ2 := ϕZγ1,γ2 (3.25)
and its assoiativity by means of axiom (G2) is nothing but the ondition
on the isomorphisms ϕγ1,γ2 from Denition 3.1. So we have dened a bundle
gerbe G over M with onnetion and urving.
Applying this proedure to the bundle gerbes over the simply onneted
Lie groups and their equivariant strutures, one obtains examples of bundle
gerbes over all ompat simple onneted and simply-onneted Lie groups.
4 Struture on Loop Spaes from Bundle
Gerbes
We desribe a onstrution of a line bundle over the loop spae LM of a
manifold M from a given hermitian bundle gerbe over M with onnetion
and urving. This onstrution is adapted from the one in [Bry93℄.
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For preparation, we have to desribe the set of isomorphisms between
two xed hermitian bundle gerbes G1 and G2 with onnetion and urving.
We denote the set of isomorphism lasses of morphisms A : G1 → G2 by
Iso(G1,G2). The following lemma an easily be shown using the ohomologial
desription.
Lemma 4.1 ([SSW07℄). The group Pic∇0 (M) of isomorphism lasses of at
line bundles with onnetion over M ats freely and transitively on the set
Iso(G1,G2).
Now let LM := C∞(S1,M) be the free loop spae of M , equipped with
a smooth manifold struture as desribed in [Bry93℄. Let G = (π, L, µ,∇, C)
be a hermitian bundle gerbe on M with onnetion and urving. The total
spae of the line bundle we are going to dene is, as a set,
L :=
⊔
γ∈LM
Iso(γ∗G, I0). (4.1)
It omes with the evident projetion to LM , and by Lemma 4.1 every bre
is a torsor over the group
Pic∇0 (S
1) ∼= Hom(π1(S
1), U(1)) ∼= U(1). (4.2)
Note that the anonial projetion p : L → LM admits loal setions: for
a ontratible open subset U ⊂ M we have an isomorphism T : G|U → Iρ
whih provides a setion σ : LU → L : γ 7→ (γ, γ∗T ).
Proposition 4.2. There is a unique dierentiable struture on L, suh that
the projetion p and the setions σ are smooth, and L beomes a prinipal
U(1)-bundle over LM .
Proof. Sine every gerbe over S1 is trivializable, none of the bres
p−1(γ) is empty. Hene eah bre is a U(1)-torsor. For the same reason,
the image γ(S1) of any loop γ has an open neighbourhood U ⊂ M (f. the
proof of Proposition 6.2.1 in [Bry93℄), suh that G|U admits a trivialization
T : G|U → Iρ. The orresponding setion σ identies p
−1(LU) with
LU × U(1), and thus denes a topology and a dierentiable struture on
eah preimage p−1(LU). Let a topology on L be generated by all open
subsets of all the bres p−1(LU). Now, for two interseting subsets U1 and
U2 and trivializations T1 and T2 respetively, let N be the line bundle over
U1 ∩ U2 from Lemma 2.4. The transition map LU1 × U(1)→ LU2 × U(1) is
then given by (γ, z) 7→ (γ, z · holγ∗N(S
1)−1), and hene dierentiable with
respet to the loop γ : S1 → U1 ∩ U2. 
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Instead of a prinipal U(1)-bundle, we will often and equivalently onsider
L as a hermitian line bundle. The onstrution just disussed also applies
to the ase when the bundle gerbe G is hermitian and has a onnetion. A
urving denes a onnetion ∇ on the line bundle L, whose urvature is
curv(∇) =
∫
S1
ev∗H , (4.3)
where H is the urvature of the gerbe G, and ev : LM × S1 → M is the
evaluation map. The hermitian line bundle L with onnetion is funtorial
in the following sense:
Proposition 4.3. For a hermitian bundle gerbe G over M with onnetion
and urving, denote the assoiated hermitian line bundle with onnetion by
LG.
i) Any isomorphism of gerbes G → G ′ indues an isomorphism LG′ → LG
of line bundles.
ii) For a smooth map f : X → M denote the indued map on loop spaes
by Lf : LX → LM . Then, the line bundles (Lf)∗LG and Lf∗G are
anonially isomorphi.
iii) For the dual gerbe G∗ we obtain a anonial isomorphism L∗G
∼= LG∗.
Let us also have a view on the ohomologial ounterpart of the onstru-
tion of a line bundle over LM from a bundle gerbe over M . For this purpose,
one has to extend the usual bre integration of dierential forms,∫
S1
: Ωk+1(X × S1)→ Ωk(X), (4.4)
to the Deligne ohomology groups. Here, X an be any smooth and possibly
innite dimensional manifold. Suh extensions have been desribed in various
ways [Gaw88, Bry93, GT01℄. Then, for X = LM , the onatenation of this
extension with the pullbak along the evaluation map
ev : LM × S1 →M (4.5)
gives a group homomorphism∫
S1
◦ ev∗ : H3(M,D(3))→ H2(LM,D(2)). (4.6)
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One an show that the image of the Deligne lass [(g, A,B)] of a hermitian
bundle gerbe G with onnetion and urving under this group homomorphism
gives exatly the Deligne lass of the line bundle L with the onnetion ∇
we have onstruted above in a diret geometri way.
The onstrution of the line bundle L an in partiular be applied to
the bundle gerbes over ompat Lie groups from Setion 3. In this ase, we
obtain a sequene
1 // U(1) // L
p
// LG // 1 (4.7)
of smooth maps, where U(1) is mapped to the bre of L over the loop whih
is onstantly 1 ∈ G. Now it is a natural question, whether one an equip
the total spae L with a group struture, suh that the sequene (4.7) is an
exat sequene of groups. This would provide a geometri onstrution of
entral extensions of loop groups. For simply-onneted groups there exist
denitions of group strutures on L [Bry93℄, while in the general ase the
geometri onstrution of loop group extensions from bundle gerbes is still
an open problem.
5 Algebrai Strutures for Gerbes
There are several additional strutures for bundle gerbes, some of whih we
introdue in this setion. We desribe the partiular ase of those additional
strutures on bundle gerbes over ompat onneted Lie groups.
5.1 Bundle Gerbe Modules
Bundle gerbe modules, also known as twisted vetor bundles, have been
introdued in [BCM
+
02℄ in order to realize twisted K-theory geometrially.
They are also the appropriate struture to extend the denition of holonomy
to surfaes with boundary [CJM02℄.
Denition 5.1. Let G be a bundle gerbe over M . A G-module is a 1-
morphism E : G → Iω for some 2-form ω ∈ Ω
2(M). The 2-form ω is
alled the urvature of the gerbe module.
Let us ompare this denition with the original denition of bundle gerbe
modules in [BCM
+
02℄. A left G-module E : G → Iω onsists of a vetor
bundle E over Y and of an isomorphism ǫ : L ⊗ π∗2E → π
∗
1E of vetor
bundles over Y [2] whih satises
π∗13ǫ ◦ (µ⊗ id) = π
∗
23ǫ ◦ π
∗
12ǫ. (5.1)
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The similarity with an ation of L on E justies the notion gerbe module.
The urvature of E is restrited by (2.15) to
1
n
tr(curv(E)) = π∗ω − C (5.2)
with n the rank of E.
In terms of loal data, a rank-n bundle gerbe module E : G → Iω is
desribed by a olletion (Gij,Πi) of smooth funtions Gij : Ui ∩ Uj → U(n)
and u(n)-valued 1-forms Πi ∈ Ω
1(Ui) ⊗ u(n) whih relate the loal data of
the bundle gerbes G and Iω in the following way:
1 = gijk · GikG
−1
jk G
−1
ij on Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk ,
0 = Aij +Πj −G
−1
ij ΠiGij −G
−1
ij dGij on Ui ∩ Uj ,
ω = Bi +
1
n
tr(dΠi) on Ui .
(5.3)
Note that the derivative of the last equality gives
dω = dBi = curv(G). (5.4)
Also note that if the bundle gerbe G is itself trivial, i.e. has loal data
(1, 0, C|Ui) for a globally dened 2-form C ∈ Ω
2(M), then (Gij ,Πi) are the
loal data of a rank-n vetor bundle overM with urvature of trae n (ω−C).
This explains the terminology twisted vetor bundle in the non-trivial ase.
Aording to (5.4), a neessary ondition for the existene of a bundle
gerbe module is that the urvature is an exat form. However, this is not the
ase in many situations, for example for the bundle gerbes on ompat Lie
groups we have onstruted in Setion 3, whose urvature is the anonial
3-form H . For this reason, one often onsiders a pair (Q, E) of a submanifold
Q ⊂M together with a gerbe module E : G|Q → Iω for the restrition of the
gerbe to this submanifold. In onformal eld theory, the pair (Q,G) is also
alled a D-brane.
In partiular we an onsider this situation for the bundle gerbes over
Lie groups G onstruted in Setion 3. In this ase, the important sub-
manifolds are onjugay lasses Q = Cλ, and we already know that the ur-
vature curv(G) = H beomes exat when restrited to a onjugay lass,
H|Cλ = dωλ. So the neessary ondition (5.4) is satised. One an fur-
thermore show [Gaw05℄ that preisely for integrable weights λ there exists a
G|Cλ-module with urvature ωλ. This is the appropriate desription of ux
stabilization of D-branes in string theory [BDS00℄.
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5.2 Bundle Gerbe Bimodules
Bundle gerbe bimodules generalize bundle gerbe modules for one bundle
gerbe G to a struture for two bundle gerbes.
Denition 5.2 ([FSW℄). Let G1 and G2 be bundle gerbes over M . A G1-G2-
bimodule is a morphism
D : G1 → G2 ⊗ I̟ (5.5)
for some 2-form ̟ ∈ Ω2(M). The 2-form ̟ is alled the urvature of the
bimodule.
This denition is related to the one of a gerbe module in the sense that
 using the appropriate notion of duality for bundle gerbes [Wal07℄  a G1-
G2-bimodule is the same as a (G1⊗G
∗
2)-module.
We drop the disussion of the loal data of a gerbe bimodule. However, it
is lear that there is  analogously to equation (5.4)  a neessary ondition
on the urvature of the two bundle gerbes,
H1 = H2 + d̟. (5.6)
It is again useful to onsider bimodules for restritions of the bundle gerbes
to a submanifold Q ⊂ M . In partiular, if M is the diret produt of two
manifolds M1 and M2, eah equipped with a bundle gerbe G1 and G2 respe-
tively, one onsiders p∗1G1|Q-p
∗
2G2|Q-bimodules, where pi : M → Mi is the
projetion on the ith fator. This is the setup to dene holonomies around
surfaes with defet lines [FSW℄.
Examples for suh bimodules are again provided by ompat Lie groups
and the basi bundle gerbes thereon [FSW℄. The study of suh examples
leads to the following relevant submanifoldsQ ofG×G, so-alled bionjugay
lasses
Bh1,h2 :=
{
(x1h1x
−1
2 , x1h2x
−1
2 ) ∈ G×G | x1, x2 ∈ G
}
(5.7)
for any pair (h1, h2) ∈ G×G.
Bionjugay lasses inherit from the diagonal left and diagonal right a-
tions of G on G × G two ommuting ations of G. One observes that the
smooth map
µ˜ : G×G→ G : (g1, g2) 7→ g1g
−1
2 (5.8)
intertwines the diagonal left and diagonal right ation of G on G×G and the
adjoint and trivial ations of G on itself, respetively. It now follows that a
bionjugay lass in G× G is the preimage of a onjugay lass in G under
the projetion µ˜:
Bh1,h2 = µ˜
−1(Ch
1
h−1
2
) =
{
(g1, g2) ∈ G×G | g1g
−1
2 ∈ Ch
1
h−1
2
}
. (5.9)
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We introdue the two-form
̟h
1
,h
2
:= µ˜∗ωh
1
h−1
2
−
k
2
〈p∗1θ ∧ p
∗
2θ〉 (5.10)
on Bh1,h2, where both summands are restrited to the submanifold Bh1,h2 of
G × G. From the intertwining properties of µ˜ and the bi-invariane of ω
it follows that the two-form ̟ is also bi-invariant. One an show that it
satises
p∗1H = p
∗
2H + d̟h1,h2 (5.11)
on a bionjugay lass Bh1,h2, whih is the neessary ondition (5.6) [FSW℄.
5.3 Jandl Strutures
Another struture we want to introdue is a Jandl struture on a bundle gerbe
G. Jandl strutures extend the denition of holonomy we gave in Setion 2
to unoriented, and in partiular unorientable surfaes.
Denition 5.3 ([SSW07℄). A Jandl struture J on a bundle gerbe G over
M is an involution k of M together with an isomorphism
A : k∗G → G∗ (5.12)
and a 2-morphism
ϕ : k∗A ⇒ A∗ (5.13)
whih satises the equivariane ondition
k∗ϕ = ϕ∗. (5.14)
To give an impression of the details of a Jandl struture, reall that an
isomorphism suh as A = (A, α) onsists of a line bundle A over the spae Z
whih is build up from the two surjetive submersions of the bundle gerbes
k∗G and G∗. In this partiular situation, there is a anonial lift k˜ of the
involution k into the spae Z, and it is in fat easy to work out that the
2-morphism ϕ denes a k˜-equivariant struture on the line bundle A, whih
is ompatible with the isomorphism α. Summarizing, a Jandl struture J
on G is an isomorphism
A : k∗G → G∗ (5.15)
whose line bundle A is equivariant with respet to the involution k˜ on Z
[SSW07℄.
Reall that we introdued equivariant strutures on bundle gerbes in Se-
tion 3 in order to produe bundle gerbes over quotients of a manifold M
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by a disrete group Z. One an ombine equivariant strutures and Jandl
strutures to Z-equivariant Jandl strutures, leading to the mathematially
appropriate desription of so-alled orientifolds in string theory [GSW℄. The
idea behind this ombination is, that a bundle gerbe G over M with Γ-
equivariant Jandl struture denes a bundle gerbe G with Jandl struture
over the quotient M/Z. For a ohomologial desription, one modies the
ation of Z on the Deligne ohomology group to an ation of the semidiret
produt Γ := Z2 ⋉ Z [GSW℄.
For bundle gerbes over ompat Lie groups, where Z is a subgroup of the
enter of G, the relevant involutions are given by
kz : G→ G : g 7→ (zg)
−1
(5.16)
for any z in the enter. Again, using the basi bundle gerbes onstruted
in Setion 3, one an lassify all equivariant Jandl strutures over all these
bundle gerbes [GSW℄.
6 Appliations to Conformal Field Theory
Let us explain the relation between onformal eld theory and Lie theory,
whih arises in the study of non-linear sigma models on a Lie group G.
Suh a model an be dened by amplitudes A(φ) for some path integral,
where φ is a map from a losed omplex urve Σ  the world sheet  into
the target spae G of the model. In [Wit84℄, Witten gives the following
denition for G = SU(2). Σ is the boundary of a three dimensional manifold
B, and beause the homotopy groups πi(SU(2)) vanish for i = 1, 2, every
map φ : Σ → M an be extended into the interior B to a map Φ : B → G.
Witten showed that  due to the integrality of the anonial 3-form H 
A(φ) := exp
(
Skin(φ) +
∫
B
Φ∗H
)
(6.1)
neither depends on the hoie of B nor on the hoie of the extension Φ,
so that one obtains a well-dened amplitude. Here Skin(φ) is a kineti term,
and with a ertain relative normalization of the two terms in (6.1) this model
is alled the Wess-Zumino-Witten model on G at level k. For non-simply-
onneted Lie groups, the extension Φ of φ to B does not exist in general.
In these ases, the seond summand of (6.1) has to be generalized.
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a hermitian bundle gerbe over G with onnetion
and urving of urvature H. For a three-dimensional oriented manifold B
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with boundary and a map Φ : B → G, we have
holG(Φ|∂B) = exp
(∫
B
Φ∗H
)
. (6.2)
Proof. Remember that for any trivialization T : Φ∗G|∂B → Iρ we have
Φ∗H|∂B = dρ. The rest follows by Stokes' Theorem. 
This way we reprodue the amplitude of the oupling term of the Wess-
Zumino-Witten model by
A(φ) = exp (Skin(φ)) · holG(φ). (6.3)
Notie that using bundle gerbes we did not impose any ondition on the
topology of the target spae G. For ompat onneted and simply-onneted
Lie groups, it reprodues Witten's original denition. However, for general
target spaes there may be bundle gerbes with same urvature, whih are not
isomorphi. This ours for instane for the Lie group Spin(4n)/(Z2 × Z2).
Here, the theory of bundle gerbes over Lie groups has brought new insights
into the Lagrangian desription of Wess-Zumino-Witten models.
In onformal eld theory many appliations require to onsider surfaes
with boundary. For those, we are not able to apply Denition 2.5 of the
holonomy of a bundle gerbe G: for a hange of the hosen trivialization, a
boundary term emerges whih has to be ompensated to ahieve a holonomy
independent of the hoie of the trivialization. The ompensating term is
provided by the hoie of a symmetri D-brane (Cλ, Eλ): a onjugay lass Cλ
for an integrable weight λ, together with a G|Cλ-module Eλ of urvature ωλ
[Gaw05℄.
Another lass of onformal eld theories involves unoriented world sheets
Σ. Again, Denition 2.5 has to be generalized, sine it involves the integral
of a dierential form over Σ. It has been shown in [SSW07℄ that the hoie
of a Jandl struture on the bundle gerbe G makes the holonomy again well-
dened. The preise lassiation of Jandl strutures leads to a omplete
lassiation of unoriented Wess-Zumino-Witten models [SSW07, GSW℄.
Let us also indiate the relevane of the line bundle L over the loop group
LG we have onstruted in Setion 4. The Hilbert spae of holomorphi
setions in L (ompleted with respet to its hermitian metri) serves as the
spae of states for the quantized theory [GR02℄. The hoie of additional
strutures like bundle gerbe modules or Jandl strutures, has impliations
on this spae. For example, a Jandl struture on the bundle gerbe G implies
by Proposition 4.3 an isomorphism ϕ : Lk∗L → L∗ whih satises Lk∗ϕ = ϕ.
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7 Open Questions
We onlude this ontribution with the disussion of some lines for further
researh. One obvious diretion is to extend the results explained here to
gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten models, so-alled oset theories. Those models
having xed points under the ation of the group implementing eld identi-
ations for whih the so-alled untwisted stabilizer is stritly smaller than
the stabilizer [FRS04℄ should be partiularly interesting: in this ase, simple
gerbe modules and bimodules of rank stritly bigger than one appear nat-
urally. A preise understanding of suh theories requires the notion of an
H-equivariant gerbe (bi-)module on the ambient group G.
Another subtle issue is the generalization of our results to non-ompat
Lie groups; this is partially due to the fat that muh less is known about
these theories in algebrai approahes.
The following two points seem to be oneptually appealing questions:
our initial motivating question in this paper was about entral extensions
of Lie groups. While hermitian bundle gerbes naturally aount for a line
bundle L on loop spae, more spei struture on the gerbe is needed to
obtain a group struture on the line bundle L. Similarly, one wishes to nd
struture on a gerbe module E that endows the assoiated bundles E over
loop- and interval spaes with a natural L-module struture.
Finally, we point out that gerbe bimodules have a natural operation of fu-
sion whih is very muh in spirit of a onvolution of orrespondenes. Impos-
ing additional properties on gerbe bimodules over a ompat Lie group (that
in physial appliations ensure the existene of enough onserved quantities)
one should be able to single out interesting subategories of gerbe bimod-
ules that are semi-simple tensor ategories. If G is simply onneted, their
fusion ring an be expeted to be the orresponding Verlinde algebra; for
non-simply onneted groups, we expet interesting ousins of the Verlinde
algebra.
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